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A.N. Tetior
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SYNOPSIS There
was
applied
three
methods
of tests of buildings,foundations and structures w1th
seismic influences.
There was a common peculiarity of all methods:d dynamic influence come to test
constructions from ground (similar to natural seismic influencel.There was applied: inertian ground
box,drop weight and vibromachine connecting with ground box.
INTRODUCTION
There are in Crimean seismic region a necessity
of chois
of more effective constructions which
allow to take well a seismic load or
allow
to
reduce a
seismic
influence
to
buildings and
structures.This problem
was
cc@plicated
a
presence of slopes, landslides, different ground
stratifications, etc.
Author
tested
the
buildings, foundations
and
retaining walls in
Crimean seismic
and
ground
conditions
for
decision of
question of
application of
new
effective constructions.
A chois of
test frc@
methods was
proved
also a predominance of low
frequency oscillations in frequency spectrum of
C~i~1ean earthquakes.

The concrete pile models had the usualy list of
SeYISO't"'S•

An aim of t~sts was to discever a influence
of
bulbs namber to additional settlement
of piles
and a influence of seismic isolation to a
reduce of seismic impact to building which
lean
on piles. The ground box went with small
speed
(5 . . . 10 em/sec) and striked on the spring
buffer stop. The ground and the piles began to vibrate after impact<free vibrationsl.As is clear
the
tests
results,
the organization in piles
of pile bulbs allow
to
reduce
the additional
settlement. The organization of seismic
isolation allow to reduce the amplitudes of vibrations. lhere was in results of tests the low frequency of fading vibrations(the approximate force of earthquake is 6-7 grades).

METHODS OF TESTS

7

An usual
vibromeasuremental
instruments
was
used in
tests:optical
oscillograph
and
vibration sensors
<acceleration
sensor,
displasement sensor,
frequency sensor), ground
pressure sensors,
strain
sensors.
There
was
usual measurement
of
vibration
parameters at
ground surface, at some levels of construction.
An aim
of
application of several test methods
was a determination of possibility of
creation
of vibrations which must to come from ground to
building.
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1. Tests
of
piles with use of inertian ground
box(fig. 1).
An aim of tests was to discover
a
dependence of pile bearing capacity from number
of bulbs and a possibility of reduce of seismic
influences with organization of horizontal cuts
in piles.
This
installation
was
applied
to
tests of
models
bulb cast-in-place piles with
seismic isolation,
including multy-bulb piles.
The
installation
had the ground box with size
1,5x3,0x2,0Chl m.
The box was made from
steel
filled up ground and set on wheels with rails 5
m full length. There was the spring buffer stop
at end
of
rails.
The
box moved on rails and
leaned in buffer
stop,consequently
there
was
the
vibrations
of
piles.There
was
used the
narrow-gauge wheels and rails.
The ground
was
put
in
box
with
compaction stratums
and
simultaneous the pile concrete models
was
set
i l"o groul"od.
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Fig. 1.Tests of piles with use of inertian
ground box: 1-steel box;2-wheels;3-rails;4pile
models;5-ground; 6-spring buffer stop;7-load on
piles; 8-seismic isolations in pile models;
9bulbs in piles <1,2 and 3); 10influence
of
bulbs to reduce of additional settlement;
11influence seismic isolation to amplitudes.
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2. Tests of roatural piles and seismic isolation
foundations with help of
drop
weight.This
method
was
applied
to tests of natural
cast-in-piles , including the piles with seismic
isolation, and
models of seismic isolation
foundations.
The aim of tests was to discaver an influence
of pile raft hight
and of seismic isolation
layings to possibility of reduce of seismic
impact to building which lean on pile raft.
The natural piles was built in limestone ground
in
seismic
zone
with
highest
intensiveness-force7.
The piles had various
raft
foundations
(high,middle and
lowi.The
hight
of
piles raft was O,Om<lowl,
l,Om
(middle>
and 2,0m<highi.The piles had
the
follow sizes:
the diameter-a, 6m,
the leroght-

A defect of this tests methods is a impossibility of production of high frequency vibrations
and fading character of vibrations. A positive
quality of this tests i
a simlicity of vibration creat i oro.

5

8, om.

Separate piles had the seismic isolation in the
form of thin rubber disks which disposed in
upper part of piles.
The vibration influence cr-eated the cconcrete
r-ammer· weighing 50 kN and height •:of fall or 10
m.
The pile rafts was loaded the concrete blocks
which replaced a weight of natural building.
There was in a laboratory the tests with use of
drop weight for deterr~inat ion of influence of
rocking supports to possibility of reduce of
seismic impact to buildings which
learo on
rocking
supports.
A curvature of rocking support ends compeled to
lift of building with its deviation. A building
aspired to stand on place after· deviat ic•n owned
to rocking supports form.
The test constructions are founded
in steel
r•ound gr'OLtnd box with hight 1 m and diameter
4,5
m(fig.21.
A level of all
test slab
foundation was equal.
The
buildings
with
rocking
supports and without supports was
leaned on equal slabs.
The covering was loaded
a uniform load <lead bulls> •
A vibration influence was creating with help of
steel slab weighing 1 kN which falled since
height 2-3 m.
Whereas the optical oscillographs and vibration
sensors was
leaded
in activity there was
signaled to drop a weight.
The drop weight tests allowed to create the low
frequency fading vibrations.
The approximate
force of artificial earthquake was 4-5 grades
<for natural tests of pile rafts>
and 5-6
grades (for
model tests of buildings with
rocking supports).
There is in south Crimean region the intensivity of earthquake before 9 grads.The decrease of
seismic intensivity on 1-2 grads have a big
importance for reduction of material expences
and value , for promoticoro of safety c•f b•;ildirogs
and of security of inhabitants.
As is
clear
from
the tests results the
organization of high pile raft allow to reduce
the seismic influence approximate on 1 grade(
corresporoding the frequences and
ampl it•.Ades
reducei.The organization of seismic isolation
in piles allow to reduce the seismic influence
approximate also on 1 grade.
The orgaroi zat ion of rocki rog supports between
slab foundation and building allow to reduce
the seismic influence on 2-3 grade. This result
allow to transfer the building from seismic
calculation to calculation without seismic load
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Fig.2.Drop weight to tests of natural
piles
(including the piles with seismic
isolation)
and of seismic isolation foundation with rocking supports>: a-tests of natural pile rafts;btests of model buildings with rocking supports;
1-pile rafts;2-crane;3-concrete rammer
drop
weight;4-seismic isolation in piles;5-load;
6seismic isolation layings; 7-rocking supports;
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The tests allow to discover effective constructions of buildings and structures on hillsides
and to begin a experimental construction/1,2/.

3. Tests of
buildings at slope and retaining
walls with use of vibration machine connecting
with
ground
box.This installation was applied
to tests of building
and
structures
on
hillsides
(
buildings
of terraced type,
isolates
buildings,
buildings
-br•east-wall,
retaining walls,buildings with various forms of
seismic
isolation,
etc.
).
Seismic load was created by vibration machine
with
engine power of
110 kilowatt .
It was
transferred to foundation ground through side
of ground box,
connected with box and fixed to
vibration machine.
Vibration amplitudes and
accelerations of
ground and floors,
concrete
arod steel frame deforro1at ic•ros wer•e measut·ed
for•
each
building or structure.
The vibromachine consisted of two main parts:
the dynamic machine mounted on a mobil frame
and prodicing horizontal
vibrations and the
ground
box
in which the ground contact with
vibromachine
trough
flexible
membrane.The
mobile trolley
upon which the dynamic machiroe
was mounted was made of two longitudinal
steel
frames
tied into a single boxlike structure by
means of transverse channels.
The
trolley
carried the
110 kwt d.c.
motor to rotate two
reduct ion gear shafts arranged c•ne under the
other and having eccentric weights installed at
certairo points<up to 1 kN on each shaft).
One of the butt
ends of the trolley ,the one
which
is closer
to
the
ground
through
membl~ane, was barred by a met a 1 sheet.
To ens~n·e
safety
and
greater
rigidity
of
the
structure,the trolley on the top was covered
with a
metal
sheet
too.The whole
set-the
trolley with
the motor and
the reducer-wam
mounted on the movable supports
inserted
into
two guide channels set in line with the axis of
the ground-through.
On the opposite side two vertical stakes were
welded up to the guidechannels.The
upper ends
of the stakes were fixed to the ground-box with
the help of horizontal ties and bolts. Arranged
between the stakes at the level of centre of
gravity of the eccentric weights there was a
stop-beam carryng ,in line with the axes of the
mobile part,two fixed springs which
restricted
the roll-back of the trolley.The motor was
connected to the cc•ntr•::ol desk which
reg•..1lated
the revolutions of the motor and the vibration
frequency of the machine.
When the
motor was started,
the eccentric
weigths
began to rotate
and
to
produce
horizontal
vibrations of the machine whichwere
transmitted
to the bed
ground
through
the
flexible
membrane of the
ground
box
thus
simulating the action of horizontal
seismic
forces upon the soil.
The tests demonstrated
the new
installation
allow to receive the wide spectrum of
frequencies and amplitudes of ground vibrations. There
was received
the seismic
load
up to 8-9 on
ground surface level.
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Fig.3. Vibromachine connecting with ground
box
for tests of buildings and structures on slope:
a- plan of installation; b- look sideways;
1~::obile frame;
2- fixed frame; 3- motor; 4-reduction gear; 5-eccentrics; 6-flexible membrane ;
7-trolley; 8-ground box ( one wall is absent
,
the test structure -retaining wall, building on
slope -stand on this place.). 9-soil <there was
used
ground models -the sand and the loam with
increasing specific gravity>; 10- control desk;
11-test buildings; 12-test retaining wall.
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CONCLUSION There was as a result of tests the seismic
load up to 8-9. This methods and installations can apply
to tests of building and structures in seismic regions. 1
and 2 methods allow to receive only the low frequency
of vibration, whereas 3 method allow to receive any
frequency and any amplitudes. 2 method can efficatious
apply to tests of natural building and structures.
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